5x5 International Contest of Ideas for a stand design - Q/As
#

Questions

Answers

1

In the total cost summary at point 12 there is not a voice a voice for logistics cost, do you confirm that the
budget is for production only?

Logistics cost shall not be considered in the budget.

2

What are the specific needs to your booth? (info desk, storage, relax area, meeting area, etc.)

No specific needs have been indicated in the TOR to
leave maximum room to designer creativity.

3

Do we have to attach supplier quotations with the budget sheet template filled? Are the costs only supposed ?

No proof of quotations need to be attached.
Costs can be supposed or retrieved by suppliers
without evidence.

4

we would like to know in which sector of the Amsterdam RAI Exhibition and Convention Centre the edgeallies
stand will take place, and if there’s any picture of it.

The sector is in the middle of the Convention Hall.
Please refer to Annex 1 - Floorplan and Clearance
document.
No pictures available.

5

there’s a roof structure or anything to attach light fixtures or even tie or suspend any part of the stand, or
everything should be predicted within the stand’s structure in an independent way?

There is the possibility to suspend booth roof/ceiling
through riggings that will be placed by Contractor out
of the clearance given.
The layout and design of the supporting structure for
any suspended element will be upon Venue's
Contractor.

6

about the 5x5m surface for the stand: it is possible to light panels or light fixture, in a higher level, to surpass
this limits? considering that it won’t interfere in the ground projection of the stand and in the passage of people
etc.

The height limit of installation for any loose or fixed
fixture (lighting, speakers, screens, etc..) is set to
4m.

7

I wonder if the booth's area is under a roof or covered in any way?

The booth area is not covered itself.
Any ceiling, roof or enclosure is under designer
proposal.
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